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A great indicator of a healthy garden and

ecosystem is the presence of birds , bees , and

amphibians. Birds and amphibians play a

crucial role in the food chain , by both feeding

on pesky insects (that can damage crops) as

well as acting as a food source for larger

predators. Bees and other flying insects are

essential for pollination and also play a vital

role in the food chain. We all know there is no

shortage of birds or bees at CBGC , but you

may not see our amphibian friends as often.

We are lucky to have a healthy population of

amphibians , including native Garter snakes

and Pacific Tree frogs!

Although snakes tend to give some people the

creepy-crawlies , they are an amazing ally for

the gardener. Luckily, the snakes found on

Vancouver Island are non-venomous and one

of their major food sources are slugs! Hooray!

Of the three types of sub-species of Garter

snakes found on Vancouver Island , two are

common on the course. The Northwestern

Garter snake and the Common Garter snake. If

you happen to see either of these types , you

may want to think twice before picking it up!

While they are harmless to humans , their

defense mechanism is to secrete a smelly mix

of musk and feces from the base of their tail. 

The Common Garter snake can usually be

identified by a black to greyish-green body, a

large distinct head , and a bright yellow to

greenish-yellow stripe down their back. Some

may also have red side stripes or red spots.

They can range from 17 to 51 inches long. 

The Northwestern Garter snake is a smaller

species , ranging from 11 to 24 inches long and

are black , brown , or olive in color. They tend to 

The Bay Farm &  Flowers
By: Chelsea Welch and Morgan Wilkins - Horticulturists
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have a stripe down their back that varies in size and

may have side stripes and/or spots that vary in color

(yellow, red, tan, blue, white, or cream). An easy way

to identify a Northwestern is the presence of a pale

upper lip.

Both sub species hibernate over the winter, mate in

the spring and the young are born in July or August.

They are live bearing, meaning the young snakes

grow inside the mother’s body and are born fully

developed. They both are active and feed during the

day. Both species eat slugs, earthworms, snails, and

small amphibians.

The larger Common Garter snakes will also eat frogs,

toads, salamanders, tadpoles, and insects. They will 

even occasionally eat small mammals, birds, fish, and

other reptiles. The common garter also has the

unique ability to tolerate prey that other predators

find toxic, such as the Rough-Skinned newt, which

are abundant in the area. It is reported that they are

not unphased by the toxin, as they appear to act

intoxicated after ingestion.

Do not be fooled by the name “Common” Garter

snake. Biologists value these snakes in Canada, as

they are one of the most northern reptiles in the

world!

Click the icon to check out a video 

of a snake we accidentally spooked
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them in the early summer mornings napping on

flower heads or tucked in leaves, what a sweet sight!

The Pacific Tree Frog eats a wide variety of insects,

spiders, tadpoles, and algae. They are prey to birds,

bullfrogs, mammals, and snakes (including the native

garter snake). You may hear their ribbits around the

course. In fact, the standard frog call used in

Hollywood productions is the call of the Pacific Tree

frog!

Both snakes and frogs aid us gardeners in pest

control and are an integral part of the ecosystem

here at Cordova Bay Golf Course. Next time you are

searching for that lost ball, keep your eyes peeled for

these special garden friends! 

Make sure to follow Chelsea and Morgan on

Instagram @thebayfarmandflowers
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Now for one of our favorite garden friends , the

incredibly cute Pacific Tree Frog! 

These frogs are quite small , reaching only 2

inches in length. Females tend to be slightly

larger than males , a trait common to most

frogs. You can spot them by their dark mask ,

or eye stripe , which extends from their nostrils

through the eye , and as far as their shoulder.

The tree frog ’s color ranges from green , grey,

reddish , tan , black , or brown. One of their

neatest features is their ability to change color!

They change color based on air temperature

and humidity, which occurs automatically to

protect them from predators. They are

smooth-skinned , with long slender legs and

round sticky toe pads. Their toe pads help

them grip and climb , though they tend to stay

close to the ground. We often find 
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At 19 cm, the Purple Martin (Progne subis) is the

largest member of the swallow family. Contrary to its

name, an adult male is not really purple. The feathers

of the males are a glossy blue-black, whereas the

females’ feathers are paler blue-gray above and off

white-gray on their undersides. While Eastern Purple

Martins are more abundant, this subspecies’

numbers had crashed in the west during the 1980s –

down to three or four pairs. Through the efforts of

many, the Western Purple Martin is now staging a

comeback - there are now over 1,200 pairs. In 2017

Cordova Bay rededicated its commitment to this

recovery effort, by installing new nest boxes along

the 18th fairway. The following year a young pair of

PMs were the first to attempt to nest. Unfortunately,

as a result of predation by House Sparrows, that nest

failed. The following year a mature pair were

successful at fledging their young. Last year more

PMs returned to establish nests. As part of the long

term research component of the recovery program,

young from those nests were banded. It is our hope

more birds will return this year to further the growth

of the colony.

Birdies of the Bay
By: Bob Reese and John Costello - Birders & Photographers 
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As cavity nesters, both the males and females

participate in gathering a variety of leaves, grasses,

twigs and sometimes a few feathers, to construct a

nest. The incubation period for the 4-5 eggs laid is

between 15-18 days. Both parents remain actively

engaged in feeding the young for the next 26-31

days, after which the young birds will leave the nest.

The biggest threat to Purple Martin nests comes

from House Sparrows. They are considered an

invasive species, will compete for nesting sites, and

attempt to take over and destroy Purple Martin

nests.

Whether on the 17th green or the 18th tee, take a

moment to listen for their boisterous calls, throaty

chirps and creaky rattles. They will either be perched

atop the nest boxes or soaring overhead.

Mature males are generally the first to return from

their overwintering grounds in the Amazon Basin.

(Yes, it is a very long flight.) In addition to scouting

with the intent of establishing a territory, they also

spend a considerable amount of time foraging for

food, in preparation for the mating season. Their

speed and agility are well adapted for foraging for

both food and water while in flight. Food sources

include a variety of flying insects such as beetles,

moths, butterflies, bees, house flies and winged ants.

Dragonflies, which are included in this group, are

thought to constitute an important part of their diet.
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The Tree Swallow (Tachycineta bicolor) has been

described as “a handsome aerialist with a deep-blue

iridescent back and clean white front.” They are

similar in size to their cousins, Barn Swallows and

Violet-green Swallows. Given the similarity of their

size, it can be difficult to distinguish Tree Swallows

from Violet-green or Barn Swallows. To add to the

challenge, all three also have swift flight patterns of

twists and turns.

Here’s a few tips to help with identification: While

both Tree and Violet-green Swallows have bright

white undersides, the white on the side of Tree

Swallows stops under the eye. On Violet-Green

Swallows, the white extends over the eye in an arc. In

addition, the green colouration at the top of their

heads and along their backs, is readily apparent. The

blue along the backs of Barn Swallows is a deeper

blue, their undersides are tan to light brown and their

tails are forked, with small white markings.

Consistent with their other swallow cousins at the

course, VGS are capable of swift and agile flight

displays, as they forage for food sources. Some have

described them as, “specialized aerial insectivores,

catching and eating their prey while in flight.” All who

have walked the fairways can attest to the ease and

grace of their swooping flight, as they attempt to

catch the insects that are being kicked up. It should

be noted here that both Tree Swallows and Barn

Swallows, also join the Violet-greens in these

displays.

In general, up to 5 eggs will be laid between late May

and the beginning of June. Incubation usually takes a

couple of weeks. Both parents will continue to stay

engaged in feeding the young returning to the nest

every 15 to 30 minutes with food. Efforts to keep

their young fed is clearly a remarkable effort. After

approximately 3 weeks, the young are ready to

fledge. Eventually they, along with their parents, will

soon embark on their migration journey to the

southwestern portions of the US and Mexico.

Tree Swallows breed throughout the US and

Canada. They usually lay 4-7 white eggs which are

then incubated for 14-15 days. It is reported that the

chicks hatch “slightly asynchronously,” which

apparently is an adaptation that allows the parents in

times of food shortage to know which chicks to feed

first. The chicks will fledge about 18-22 days after

hatching. Like other swallows, they will soon begin

their migration. Tree Swallows can be found

spending their winters along southern US coasts, the

West Indies, Panama and the northwestern coast of

South America. 

Violet-green Swallows (Tachycineta thalassina),

can be found along the West Coast from Alaska to

Mexico and inland as far as the western prairies

down to Texas. This bird’s name comes from the

violet-green colouration along its back and rump. Its

white feathers run from above the eye, down through

its cheeks and underneath to its rump. The colours of

the males tends to be a bit brighter than the females.

Additionally, the females’ white cheeks are not as

prominent and their heads tend to be more bronze

than green.
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References Regarding Migration

While many bird species engage in the annual rite of

migration, it is a journey that can be treacherous and

ultimately deadly. During the August - September

2020 time period a massive and unprecedented die-

off was documented across the Southwest US. At

the time Martha Desmond, an avian ecologist at New

Mexico State University, indicated “that hundreds of

thousands and possibly even up to a million birds

have died across at least five US states and in four

Mexican states.” For additional information, click here 

For readers who might be interested in watching a

migration map that is updated daily, check out and

scroll down to the second map by clicking here.

A comment from the live map: “on the night of April

12 2021, the number of birds in flight above the US

changes from about 25 to 100 million birds. A peak

number of just above 100 million birds is reached at

2:00am Eastern Time.”

A 36-minute podcast interview with Scott

Weidensaul, who has spent decades studying and

documenting bird migration, is well worth a listen. It

can be found by clicking here.

In this program, Weidensaul shares the story of many

migratory species. The journey of the Bar-tailed

Godwit’s incredible non-stop 11,000 kilometer + flight

is one that is a stand out. While this shore bird is

considered rare along the coast of BC, its presence

has been documented from time to time in Victoria.

The Barn Swallow (Hirundo rustica), as previously

mentioned, is another relative in the swallow family,

and like their cousins, they are accomplished flyers

that forage while in flight. To distinguish them from

Tree Swallows, look for a much deeper blue on their

upper bodies, a tan to light brown on the undersides

and a tail that is forked, with small white markings

that are visible in flight.

As their name implies, these birds prefer to make

their unique nests in man-made structures such as

barns and sheds. Along beams, eaves, and rafters

they construct their nest from a combination of mud,

grass or straw which is then lined with feathers. The

male and female collect mud in their bills, take it back

to the nest site and apply it with a vigorous vibrating

motion (think liquefaction) which facilitates the

process of getting the mud to adhere to the rest of

the nest structure. Grasses are incorporated in with

the mud to add strength and support to the nest.

These are sturdy nests built by accomplished avian

engineers.

Not being inclined to nest in colonies, they will

generally lay 4-5, sometimes 6 white eggs lightly

spotted with brown. Both sexes will participate in

incubating the eggs for 13-17 days. As with the

incubation, both parents will forage and feed the

young chicks. In some cases, one or two additional

birds, often the offspring from previous broods, may

attend to the nest and even feed the chicks. The

young leave the nest after about 18-23 days. Under

some circumstances the male and female can

produce 2 broods per year. After fledgling, the birds

will begin to prepare for their migration down along

the west coast and into Mexico
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An "Illusion of Competence"

Without a doubt, the most common question I get

asked by golfers is “why can’t I take my range game

to the course?” Here is my take on why and give you

some ways that you can use the driving range for

more effective training of your playing skills.

With enough repetition, you can figure out the timing

to get the club-face, swing path, and low point where

you need them to be at impact to hit a good shot.

With each shot, you are making small adjustments

(consciously and subconsciously) based on the

sensory (visual, kinesthetic and auditory) feedback of

the previous shot, which enables to you hit the next

one slightly better. By the end of the session, you’re

striping every ball. But does this represent

improvement in your game? 

Essentially, you’re creating a swing/movement from

your short-term memory and no skill development

has taken place. Ben Hogan called this getting into

“range rhythm”, which is why he was often seen

switching clubs and taking breaks in between shots,

so he didn’t fall into that trap.

The problem is that there is an appeal to this way to

practice because it feels good – there’s a lure to the

ego. I mean, who doesn’t enjoy hitting purely struck

golf shots to the target? But the reality is, it’s probably

not taking you closer to better play on the course. 

Pro-spective
By: Doug Mahovlic - Teaching Professional, PGA of Canada

Instead, what’s happening is an “illusion of

competence” which ends up giving the player high

expectations for the upcoming round. When their

game is exposed to the variable conditions of the

golf course (with consequences and time between

each shot) and without the benefit of a bucket full of

balls to hit, the reality quickly hits home, leading to

frustration, disappointment and a poor performance.

I strongly believe that practice isn’t only about honing

your technical skills. It’s about training your brain in

the mental skills for high performance.

One of the biggest differences between the driving

range and the golf course is a player’s mental state.

Because there’s nothing at stake on the driving

range, a player’s mind is quiet, making athletic

movement easier and freer. On the golf course, when

fear of certain consequences is present, focus can

shift onto what you don’t want to happen and the

body can tense up.

For this reason, we need to make our training hard,

so we can practice dealing with distraction,

frustration and tension. Most golfers miss out on this

opportunity to improve their mental skills such as

deep focus during the shot routine, being present,

acceptance, perseverance, awareness and being

able to calm down.
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Level 1:

Hit a drive down a 50 yard wide fairway

8 iron to within 10 yards of the target

Chip and run to within 6ft

Make a 4 ft putt (walk away from your bucket of balls

to the putting green, set up the putt & then return)

Level 2: 

Hit a drive down a 30 yard wide fairway

6 iron to within 15 yards of the target

Medium trajectory pitch shot to within 10ft

Make a 6 ft putt (walk away from your bucket of balls

to the putting green, set up the putt & then return)

Level 3:

Hit a 3 wood down a 20 yard wide fairway

Hit a 5 iron to within 20 yards

Hit a flop shot to within 6 ft

Make an 8 ft putt (walk away from your bucket of

balls to the putting green, set up the putt & then

return)

Write these different shots down in your

performance journal on your phone or small

notebook and take them with you every time

practice

Is focused on the things that will help your game,

specifically. Every session has a clear purpose

Is challenging and interesting, to keep you

motivated and engaged, so learning potential is

high

Trains you to focus under pressure

Trains you to be adaptable

Helps you discover what to focus on during your

pre shot routine

Simulates the scenarios that you’ll be faced with

on the course

Increases confidence

Gives you constant feedback on your progress.

Is about developing playing skills as much as it is

improving technical skills.

Effective Practice...

Name these sessions as Training Sessions to help

you take your range game to the course. The

outcome goals can be changed to suit your skill level,

but you should make sure it’s going to be challenging

and you have to work to achieve your result. If you

miss a shot, go back to the start of the level and see

how many attempts it takes you do all 12 shots. Go

through your pre shot routine each time.
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The Mind isn't as Free on the Course

In a result related environment, the course, there

many more distractions than on the range. So, the

goal of “taking it to the course” practice sessions is

that they must present you with some of these, even

if imagined.
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At the beginning of April, we were very excited with

the unveiling of our new Birdies of the Bay posters,

currently installed on the walls of the driving range,

and the publication of our new Birdies of the Bay

brochure for our members. When we first began the

process of working towards Audubon certification as

a sanctuary with Audubon International, I never

envisioned how much of an influence this program

would have on the development a thriving

ecosystem that is not only flourishing, but is also

changing rapidly. I believe our original count for bird

species on the property back in 1996 was just over

50 species of birds. It is very heart warming that our

new brochures and posters identify 99 different 

The Importance of Ponds
By: Dean Piller - Superintendent 

species of birds that make Cordova Bay their home

at some time during the calendar year. 

There are many reasons why our bird populations

have grown to include such a diversified species list.

First and foremost, one major contribution is the vast

array of habitats we have on the property. A 60-acre

undisturbed forest that separates the front and back

nine loops, creates a habitat for many forest-dwelling

birds. The addition of several acres of naturalized

meadows now provides a habitat for several other

species of birds as well as insects and critters that

become a food source for many of these species.
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A habitat unlike any other that you will find in the

Cordova Bay area is our thriving pond and stream

system that is flourishing with amphibians, fish and

insects, many of which are important food sources

for our bird population. Understanding the important

role these bodies of water play in our ecosystem is

the first step to realizing why so many birdies make

Cordova Bay there home. 
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Dragonflies lay their eggs on vegetation that’s

growing on the edges of the ponds. These eggs

hatch into nymphs, which will spend this stage of

their life cycle in the water as a voracious predator to

mosquito larvae. Once these nymphs emerge in late

May or early June as adults, the dragonflies will be

seen hovering throughout the golf course for

approximately 3 months, controlling insect

populations and in turn being a major food source for

so many of the birds that live at Cordova Bay. Keep

your eyes glued for the emergence of this spring’s

first dragonflies which will likely happen right around

the time that the Swallows, Red Wing Black Birds

and Purple Martin eggs are hatching.

It has been 25 years since our last aquatic herbicide

application. As a result, there are periods during the

hot summer months where some rooted and floating

aquatic vegetation diminishes the natural beauty of

our ponds that are presently crystal clear. However,

this natural cycle provides habitat for thriving

amphibian and insect populations, in particular my

favourite insect: the dragonfly. 
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The effects of climate change on wine making will

vary based on location, historic climate, grape

varieties, and winemaking techniques. For some, it

could be as little as a change in wine style due to

increased ripening of grapes. Colder wine regions

generally produce higher acid and lower alcohol

wines. Higher average temperatures, sunlight and

longer growing seasons will result in grapes with

higher sugar levels and lower acidity at harvest. 

 Winemakers, especially those who profess to

minimal intervention in the winery, will be challenged

to produce wines in the same style as their

predecessors.

Climate Change &  Kind Wines
By: Grant Soutar - Bill Mattick's Restaurant Manager & Sommelier 

Evidence for the validity of climate change is

abundant and you don’t need to read boring scientific

publications to confirm it. Too often, the daily news

illustrates the increasing frequency and severity of

storms, droughts, and changing weather patterns

around the globe. There is also no question that

climate change has and will have a significant effect

on the world of wine production. 

Wine grapes grow most effectively between 30° and

50° of latitude, north and south. Many climate

environments exist in this range and different grape

varieties will grow best at different latitudes/climates.

Average weather patterns are changing in these

growing regions. The increase in severe weather

events such as hailstorms, heat waves, and heavy

rains is challenging wine makers. Increasing average

temperature, longer and hotter summers, and

warmer winters are resulting in earlier bud break,

ripening and harvesting.

Photo (Bastianich Winery): Damaged grapes after a hailstorm

Photo (RAREC): Damaged shoots, leaves, and flower buds
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For others it could mean the need to change the

grape varieties grown in their region. If conditions

change too much, historic grape varieties may no

longer be suited for the local climate. Consider the

idea of Burgundy making its wine from Syrah instead

of Pinot Noir?? Between 1980 and 2000, average

growing season temperatures increased by 2-3°F

and projections are another 2-3 by 2050. Such

increases will certainly change the wine style in

Burgundy, will it eventually change the grape itself?

     

For others, the result could be truly catastrophic.

Some studies estimate that between 23-75% of

current vineyards will be unusable by 2050.  

I realize a topic like climate change is challenging at a

time when the COVID-19 pandemic is making life so

difficult for us all. There is method to my madness.

The subject of climate change leads me to a truly

positive and uniquely Canadian project introduced by

Steven Campbell, called Campbell Kind Wines.  

https://twitter.com/CordovaBay
https://www.facebook.com/cordovabay/
https://www.instagram.com/golfcordovabay/
http://www.cordovabaygolf.com/
https://www.cordovabaygolf.com/dining-events-and-weddings/


Cabernet Sauvignon 2017, Ironstone Vineyards, Lodi

California

The world’s most popular red wine grape. Three generations of the Kautz family’s philosophy of winemaking

is that quality wine grapes, a touch of artistry, and patience create captivating elegant wines in a sustainable

way.
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Campbell Kind Wines

Steven Campbell is a successful Canadian

businessman who grew his company Lifford Wine &

Spirits into the top wine wholesaler in Ontario. Steven

has also been a dedicated environmentalist working

to make his company green and sustainable since

the early 2000’s. He even partnered with a top winery

to create a carbon neutral wine in 2008.

Unfortunately, his idea was ahead of its time and the

brand failed. Thankfully his passion for the idea never

wavered and in 2019, with the help of some of the

world’s best and brightest wine makers, he

introduced Campbell Kind Wines.

The world’s first international range of sustainable,

Carbon Zero Wines. In his words “The basic idea

behind Campbell Kind Wines was to create an

international range of classic varietals from classic

wine growing regions and import them into Canada in

a carbon neutral manner.”

Hand-picked, sustainable, and artisanal wines made

by families in the world’s most famous wine regions.

Steven Campbell, environmentalist and sommelier,

has selected wines for Canadians for over four

decades. For Campbell Kind Wines, he has hand-

picked some of the world’s leading winemakers to

craft delicious affordable wines that over-deliver

while having the additional benefit of being Carbon

Neutral. Great quality, Great Product, plus

environmentally responsible. 

Some of the winemakers involved in this project are

Bruce Jack, South Africa; Telmo Rodriguez, Spain;

Anne Sperling, BC and others.

To learn more about Campbell Kind Wines, check out

their introduction video below.

Monthly Wine Picks

Pinot Blanc 2019, Sperling Vineyards

British Columbia

Certified organic and hand harvested from vines planted in the 1980’s on this heritage family vineyard on the

East Kelowna slopes of the Okanagan Valley. Ripened slowly under cool conditions to preserve freshness

and to keep natural sugar and thus alcohol levels low.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2MtNrlrt4E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2MtNrlrt4E
https://campbellkindwines.com/about-us/
https://campbellkindwines.com/about-us/
https://campbellkindwines.com/about-us/
https://campbellkindwines.com/about-us/


Sauvignon Blanc 2018, Smith &  Sheth Wines

New Zealand

New Zealand has famously reinvented Sauvignon Blanc. Steve Smith MW’s passion is choosing the perfect

vineyard to grow world class grapes. This Sauvignon Blanc is grown in the heart of the famous Marlboro

Valley. 

Syrah 2018, Bruce Jack

South Africa

A classic varietal in a new world style, from a land with 300 years of winemaking tradition. Bruce Jack is one

of the world’s most famous winemakers, justifiably so. “We aim to leave our land in a better state than we

found it. We listen to our grapes. We value truth.”

IGT Rosso Veronese 2017, Speri

Italy

Certified organic, 7 generations in Valpolicella. The classic grapes of Valpolicella organically produced in a

fresh appealing style in the heart of the region. The fifth generation of the Speri family, out of their love and

respect of the land, decided to become the first organic winery in all of Valpollicella Classico. 
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Tinto Rosso 2017, Pepe Fuster &  Ed Adams, MW

Spain

Certified organic in 2012, this rosso is a delicious blend of indigenous grapes. Ed Addams MW is a lover of

all things Spanish. His philosophy is: true wine, real adventure, long lunches, and authenticity.

Campbell Kind Wines are not just a great story, they are also great wines.  Through Steven’s time in the industry,  “The

#1 lesson he learned is that above all else, the wine has to be really good: people will happy support the green initiative

so long as the wine is delicious!”

These six wines are all available by the bottle at Bill Mattick’s Restaurant or for takeout when ordering a meal to go.  To

showcase the quality and value of Campbell Kind Wines, we will also be introducing them to our by-the-glass program

on a rotational basis.  We’d love to have you stop by to see what’s featured this week.  



WITH THIS RING, RING, RING...I THEE FLED

Lance McCullough conned me, like a carnival barker

working a crowd of suckers. He informed me that I

would be heading up the desktop publishing

operation at Cordova Bay Golf Course when he

brought me on board at the back end of 2005, and I

was like a kid who'd just won the biggest kewpie doll

at the county fair.

“And, oh ya,” he said, “you'll also be manning the pro

shop Call Centre.”

The way Lance the huckster sold it, the phones

would be a minor nuisance, no more inconvenient

than losing an hour of sleep when we turn the clocks

forward in spring, and it wouldn't interfere with my

graphic design/website duties, administration and

membership responsibilities, and interacting with

patrons when they wandered in and out of the pro

shop.

If only.

That wasn't a Call Centre. It was the bell tower at

Notre Dame Cathedral. Some dude named

Quasimodo greeted me when I showed up for work

every morning. By the time I completed my 16-month

tour of duty, I had more ringing in my ears than Joe

Frazier after his three fights with Muhammad Ali.

Ring! Ring! Ring! 

I estimated that I answered 24,000 calls and was

eventually diagnosed with an acute case of

telephone-itis. An operation to have the phone

surgically removed from my left ear was a success, 

but to this day I seldom answer my telly, for fear that

some goof will want to know what time the 1 o'clock

shotgun start is.

Now let me be clear: I don't want anyone running off

with that notion that working in the CBGC pro shop

was drudgery, because it was 99.99999 per cent

pure joy. Daily giggles were mandatory. Head pro

Lance and jocular Jim Goddard, the executive pro,

were the best bosses I ever had, and that's saying

something because I've worked for some fabulous

people. And managing partner Mohney Jawl was

wonderful.

But the bells...the bells...the bells. They never stopped

ringing until I stopped.

The phone calls did, mind you, provide plenty of

fodder for the modest scribblings I would contribute

to the Goddard Gazette, the unofficial title of our

newsletter. I called it Phone Fun with Customers,

whereby I shared conversations I had with members

and an adoring public searching for tee times,

weather reports, golf lessons, and whether or not

Hrundi the talking Mynah bird really knew four-letter

words.

The following is a small collection of those phone

natters. Be advised that what you are about to read is

true. Only the names have been changed to protect

the embarrassed. But nothing has been embellished.

(The cheeky afterthoughts in italics are what I wanted

to say but didn't say because that would have been

rude.)

Cordova Bay Golf Course  |  Bill Mattick's Restaurant  |  info@cordovabaygolf.com
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Golf Stories
Submitted by: Patti Dawn Swansson, former pro shop staff member 

We asked you last month to tell us your favorite golf stories. We had several submissions (many of which

we will use in future editions of the Foreward Press) This month's golf story is quite timely as it reflects

what it is going on in the Golf Shop today. 

https://twitter.com/CordovaBay
https://www.facebook.com/cordovabay/
https://www.instagram.com/golfcordovabay/
http://www.cordovabaygolf.com/
https://www.cordovabaygolf.com/dining-events-and-weddings/


Cordova Bay Golf Course  |  Bill Mattick's Restaurant  |  info@cordovabaygolf.com
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“Do you have any tee times available this morning?”

“Sorry, but we’re booked solid until late in the afternoon.”

“If you can get me a tee time this morning I’ll show you a picture of my sister naked.”

(If your sister is a dead ringer for Michelle Pfeiffer, we suddenly have an opening at 10:25. If your sister looks

like Jack Nicklaus in drag, there’ll be no show-and-tell. Or tee time.)

“What time is the shotgun today?”

“1:30.”

“Do they have a sheet to tell us what time we tee off?”

(Does your wife sew your name, address and phone number inside your underwear, just in case you get lost?)

“Do you have anything for four players between 1:30 and 2 o’clock on Friday?”

“Sorry, but we have absolutely nothing available Friday.”

“Aren’t you even going to give me an option?”

(Options? Sure, you can go to a movie, go bowling, go to the beach, go to Butchart Gardens...but you won’t be

golfing here between 1:30 and 2 o’clock.)

A delightful, young lady phoned on behalf of her boyfriend. She asked about the cost of using the driving

range, and was told it was $3, $6 or $8, depending on the number of balls her beau wanted to hit.

“Can he bring his own balls?”

(Let me guess: blonde, right?)

From a man the morning after Victoria was clobbered with a record 24-hour rainfall.

 “Is the course wet?”

(It’s hard to tell; I can’t see the first tee because a parade of animals walking two-by-two and Noah’s Ark are in

the way.)

From an Edmontonian who called to ask about our spikes policy. He was advised it is soft spikes only.

“Well, my golf shoes are in Edmonton, but I have a pair of hiking boots with metal spikes. Would it be OK to

wear them on your course?”

(Oh, sure, and your wife can caddy for you in her stilettos.)

From an American who had a tee time and was en route to Cordova Bay.

“Can you give me directions to your course?”

“Where are you?”

“I don’t know.”

(Good grief. Well, turn left at Oklahoma, right at Arizona, left at Montana, right at Washington. We’re three sets

of lights from the Pacific Ocean.)

https://twitter.com/CordovaBay
https://www.facebook.com/cordovabay/
https://www.instagram.com/golfcordovabay/
http://www.cordovabaygolf.com/
https://www.cordovabaygolf.com/dining-events-and-weddings/


It's difficult to believe that at this time

last year, we made the difficult

decision to close our beautiful course

in an attempt to navigate through

rapidly changing world events.

Although this closure, which lasted

from March 23 - May 1 2020, brought

on uncertainty, anxiety, and

confusion, we, as a team, managed

to pull through stronger. 

We want to thank you for your

support, your patience, and your

understanding as we continue to

follow the current and future

protocols. 

This collection of photos was taken

mostly in April 2020. It's odd, even a

little eerie, to see an empty course

and range on a sunny spring day. 
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